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Abstract. The explicit form of the next-to-next-to-leading order (N2LO) of the
Skyrme effective pseudopotential compatible with all required symmetries and
especially with gauge invariance is presented in Cartesian basis. It is shown in
particular that for such a particular pseudopotential there is no spin-orbit contribution
and that the D-wave term suggested in the original Skyrme’s formulation does not
satisfy the invariance properties. The six new N2LO terms contribute to both the
equation of state and Landau parameters. These contributions to symmetric nuclear
matter are explicitly given and discussed.
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1. Introduction
Since the implementation of Vautherin and Brink [1], the Skyrme interaction [2, 3]
has become a popular tool for the description of nuclear properties based on a self-
consistent mean-field approach. In its standard form it consists of zero-range central,
spin-orbit and density-dependent terms, involving up to 11 parameters, which are fitted
to properties of infinite nuclear matter and some selected nuclei. Systematic studies of
binding energies and one-body properties of nuclei can thus be successfully performed in
a very wide region of the nuclear chart [4]. However, there are some nuclear properties
which cannot correctly be reproduced with the standard Skyrme terms, especially as one
moves away from the valley of β-stability [5]. Intense work is currently being devoted
to improve the existing parametrizations, in particular considering additional terms to
the standard form [6].
In the original proposal, an effective pseudopotential was constructed as an
expansion of the nuclear interaction in relative momenta, thus simulating finite-range
effects in a zero-range interaction. It actually contained more terms than the current
standard form, which is limited to second order in momenta plus a density dependent
term which comes from a zero-range three-body force. These additional terms have
received special attention in the last years, in particular the second order tensor term
[7], a D-wave term [8] as well as some three- and four-body terms [9, 10].
As an alternative route, the underlying energy density functional (EDF) kernel
has been considered [11], with no direct references to the effective interaction neither
to the Hartree-Fock approximation. In principle, dealing with functional coupling
constants instead of pseudopotential parameters introduces more degrees of freedom in
the fitting process. It is nevertheless interesting to keep in mind the interplay between
the EDF and the pseudopotential descriptions [12, 13]. The EDF related to the standard
Skyrme interaction contains up to second-order derivatives of nuclear densities. In
the search for a universal EDF, a connection with underlying nucleon interactions has
been investigated [14], aiming at obtaining the general EDF structure guided solely by
symmetry principles. An expansion of the EDF kernel has been given including up
to sixth-order derivatives, that is up to next-to-next-to-next leading order (N3LO). In
an analogous way, it has been shown how to construct the associated pseudopotential
up to sixth order in the relative momenta [6]. The number of coupling constants
and interaction parameters increases dramatically as the order increases. However,
imposing gauge invariance introduces specific relations between the different terms that
considerably reduce that number.
In this work we start from the general N2LO pseudopotential derived in [6] and
give its explicit form in the more familiar Cartesian basis, constraining it to be gauge
invariant. Although this symmetry is not explicitly required from basic principles, there
is some current discussion about the necessity of imposing it in general, since it has been
shown [15] that gauge invariance is equivalent to continuity equation for local potentials.
The continuity equation is of particular interest in view of using such a pseudopotential
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for calculations of the time evolution of a quantal system. For this reason, and from the
fact that a local potential is automatically gauge invariant [16, 17], we restrict ourselves
to pseudopotentials which are gauge invariant at all orders.
The article is organized as follows. In section 2 we write the N2LO pseudopotential
in Cartesian basis and we discuss some properties related to gauge invariance. In section
3 we derive the contribution of the new terms to the equation of state and Landau
parameters of symmetric nuclear matter. The last section will give a brief summary and
draw some conclusions.
2. Construction of the N2LO pseudopotential
For consistency we will briefly sketch now the notation and general results of [6]. The
Cartesian representation is usually employed to write the Skyrme interaction. However,
the general pseudo-potential is more conveniently constructed in the spherical-tensor
representation. With the conventions of [6], the three components of a rank-1 tensor as
the Pauli matrices are written as
σ
(i)
1,µ={−1,0,1} = − i
{
1√
2
(
σ(i)x − iσ(i)y
)
, σ(i)z ,
−1√
2
(
σ(i)x + iσ
(i)
y
)}
. (1)
The mathematical construction of a pseudopotential is equivalent to the
construction of scalars with relative momenta k, k′, and σ(1,2) as basic ingredients,
with the usual definitions k = (
−→∇1 −−→∇2)/2i and k′ = −(←−∇1 −←−∇2)/2i. Thus we have
to consider, up to a given order, all possible tensors built with these quantities and
couple them to get a scalar. In the so-called LS-coupling, the general potential reads:
Vˆ =
∑
n˜′L˜′,n˜L˜,v12S
C n˜
′L˜′
n˜L˜,v12S
Vˆ n˜
′L˜′
n˜L˜,v12S
, (2)
with C n˜
′L˜′
n˜L˜,v12S
the coupling constants and
Vˆ n˜
′L˜′
n˜L˜,v12S
=
1
2
iv12
([[
K ′
n˜′L˜′
Kn˜L˜
]
S
Sˆv12S
]
0
+ (−1)v12+S
[[
K ′
n˜L˜
Kn˜′L˜′
]
S
Sˆv12S
]
0
)
×
(
1− PˆM Pˆ σPˆ τ
)
δ(r′1 − r1)δ(r′2 − r2)δ(r1 − r2). (3)
By construction, this potential is invariant under space rotation, space inversion, time
reversal and hermitian conjugation. Kn˜L˜ and K
′
n˜L˜
are tensors of order n˜ and rank L˜ in
the relative momenta k and k′, respectively (see [6] for explicit expressions). They are
coupled to a total angular momentum S, which is coupled to the spin part to get a zero
total angular momentum. The spin part is:
Sˆv12S =
(
1− 1
2
δv1,v2
)(
[σ(1)v1 σ
(2)
v2 ]S + [σ
(1)
v2 σ
(2)
v1 ]S
)
, (4)
where v12 = v1 + v2. In the last line of Eq. (3), Pˆ
M , Pˆ σ and Pˆ τ are exchange operators
in direct, spin and isospin spaces, respectively, and the sum of indices n˜ and n˜′, which
must be even so that the potential is invariant under space inversion, fixes the order of
the expansion.
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To obtain the pseudopotential one has to constrain it with general symmetry
properties, in particular Galilean invariance in the non-relativistic case. In doing so
we get 2, 7 and 15 independent parameters at 0th, 2nd and 4th order, respectively.
A possible choice to reduce these numbers consists in imposing some other additional
symmetry, namely the gauge invariance. It does not introduce any further simplification
at 0th and 2nd order, while at 4th order we are left with only 6 independent parameters.
Even if gauge invariance is imposed in a different way on the energy functional
density and on the pseudo-potential [6, 14], the consequence is always to provide some
relations between the different coupling constants so that only specific combinations
with k′, k and σ(1,2) can survive. More specifically, in the case under consideration, the
U(1)-type gauge transformation acts on a wave function as a multiplicative phase
|Ψ′〉 = exp
(
i
A∑
j=1
φ(rj)
)
|Ψ〉, (5)
where φ(rj) is an arbitrary real function depending on the position. To see the practical
consequences of this invariance on the pseudopotential, it is convenient to consider a
general 2-body potential V (r′1, r
′
2, r1, r2), where for simplicity spin and isospin indices
are dropped since they are not relevant for the argument. The interaction energy can
then be written as:
E =
∫
dr′1dr
′
2dr1dr2V (r
′
1, r
′
2, r1, r2) [ρ(r1, r
′
1)ρ(r2, r
′
2)− ρ(r2, r′1)ρ(r1r′2)] (6)
The gauge tranformation on the A-body wave function defined above implies that the
density matrix transforms as ρ′(r, r′) = exp(−i[φ(r) − φ(r′)])ρ(r, r′). In the case of a
local interaction, the presence of two delta functions δ(r′1 − r1)δ(r′2 − r2) in the above
integral guarantees automatically the gauge invariance [16].
Concerning the pseudopotential, the transformation (5) translates into:
Vˆ ′ = e−iφ(r
′
2
)e−iφ(r
′
1
)Vˆ eiφ(r1)eiφ(r2). (7)
The invariance Vˆ ′ = Vˆ then leads to the following equation
[φ(r1), Vˆ ] + [φ(r2), Vˆ ] = 0, (8)
which has to be imposed order by order because of the velocity-dependent terms entering
(2)-(3).
As mentioned before, up to second order there are only nine independent
parameters. As shown in [6], all together define the parameters of the standard Skyrme
interaction, including tensor and spin-orbit terms, but excluding density-dependent
terms, which are originated from the three- and four-body contributions not considered
here. As gauge invariance is automatically satisfied up to second order, the standard
interaction leads to a coherent approach. From the 15 different terms of the general
pseudopotential (2) at fourth order, we have identified the combinations satisfying
condition (8) and discarded the remaining non-invariant terms.
As a result, we are left with only 6 independent parameters, thus confirming
the findings of [6]. We chose them as C2222,00, C
22
22,20, C
31
11,00, C
31
11,20, C
22
22,22, and C
33
11,22.
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Afterwards we realized that it is more convenient to deal with the following linear
combinations
1
4
t
(4)
1 =
3C2222,00 +
√
3C2222,20
12
√
5
,
1
4
t
(4)
1 x
(4)
1 = −
C2222,20
2
√
15
,
t
(4)
2 =
3C3111,00 +
√
3C3111,20
18
, t
(4)
2 x
(4)
2 = −
√
3C3111,20
9
,
t(4)e = −
C2222,22
2
√
105
, t(4)o = −
C3311,22
30
√
7
.
We can thus write the fourth order pseudopotential in a Skyrme-like form as
Vˆ
(4)
Sk =
1
4
t
(4)
1 (1 + x
(4)
1 Pσ)
[
(k2 + k′
2
)2 + 4(k′ · k)2
]
+ t
(4)
2 (1 + x
(4)
2 Pσ)(k · k′)(k2 + k′2)
+ t(4)e
[
(k2 + k′
2
)Te(k
′,k) + 2(k · k′)To(k′,k)
]
+ t(4)o
[
5(k · k′)Te(k′,k)− 1
2
(k2 + k′
2
)To(k
′,k)
]
, (9)
where we have defined two operators involving momenta and spins
Te(k
′,k) = 3(~σ1 · k′)(~σ2 · k′) + 3(~σ1 · k)(~σ2 · k)− (k′2 + k2)(~σ1 · ~σ2), (10)
To(k
′,k) = 3(~σ1 · k′)(~σ2 · k) + 3(~σ1 · k)(~σ2 · k′)− 2(k′ · k)(~σ1 · ~σ2), (11)
which are even and odd under parity transformation, respectively. In all these
expressions, a δ(r1−r2) function is to be understood, which nevertheless we have omitted
for the sake of simplicity.
The definition of 4th order parameters has been chosen such that their contributions
to the equation of state and Landau parameters of symmetric nuclear matter maintain
a close analogy with those of 2nd order, as shown below. These six parameters are
actually the obvious extension to 4th order of the standard t1,2, x1,2 and te,o parameters.
Two important remarks are now in order concerning the form of Vˆ
(4)
Sk . The first one
concerns the so-called D-wave term contained in Skyrme’s original proposal [3] in the
form:
Vˆ (D) =
tD
2
[
k′
2
k2 − (k′ · k)2
]
. (12)
Actually this term is not a pure D-wave but also contains a S-wave contribution. It
has received some recent attention as a possible improvement of the standard Skyrme
interaction [8]. It has been wrongly identified in [6] as the contribution Vˆ 2020,00 (see
equation (10) in that article). However it does not and can not appear alone in Vˆ
(4)
Sk
because it is not gauge invariant. By inspecting (9) one can see that the bilinear
combination related to t
(4)
1 includes both terms, k
′2k2 and (k′ · k)2, although with
different weight each and combined with other powers of momenta. One can also easily
verify that the D-wave (12) does not contribute to the equation of state of symmetric
nuclear matter, neither to the ℓ = 2 Landau parameters, contrarily to the t
(4)
1 term,
whose explicit contribution will be given later on.
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The second remark is the absence of a spin-orbit contribution in the form suggested
by Bell and Skyrme [18] :
i(σ1 + σ2)(k
′ ∧ k)F
(
k′
2
,k2, (k′ · k)
)
, (13)
where F is a scalar bilinear function of momenta. In the process of constructing the
pseudopotential (2) we have obtained two terms of this type, containing the scalar
contributions k′2 + k2 and (k′ · k), which a priori could be guessed on general grounds.
However, neither one of them nor a combination of them fulfill the condition (8) and
thus have been discarded. Nevertheless Vˆ
(4)
Sk does contain tensor terms which induce
spin-orbit effects. Some attempts have been made in the past to explain the spin-orbit
coupling in terms of higher order effects of the two-body tensor force [19, 20]. More
recently, in a mean-field study of exotic nuclei [21] it has been shown that tensor and
two-body spin-orbit interactions produces effects of the same order of magnitude. To
this respect, it is interesting to observe that the spin-dependent parts proportional to
t
(4)
e and t
(4)
o can actually be rewritten with terms like (σ1.(k
′ ∧ k))(σ2.(k′ ∧ k)) which
can be interpreted as higher-order spin-orbit contributions [22]. It is worth mentioning
that the close connection between tensor and spin-orbit forces has also been pointed out
in a different physical system, as dipolar Fermi gases [23].
3. Symmetric nuclear matter properties
The introduction of a fourth order pseudopotential, or some of its terms, could in
principle improve the description of nuclear properties. Considering the recent work
about finite size instabilities [24, 25, 26] one can be worried about the occurrence of such
instabilities with an increasing number of terms, in particular with increasing powers
of momenta. In that sense, the present Vˆ
(4)
Sk is not ready for practical applications as
its parameters are not yet fixed nor constrained. At present the only application of
the N2LO has been presented within the context of the density matrix expansion. A
converging expansion in power of momenta has been obtained in [27], thus allowing to
convert the interaction energies characteristic to finite and short-range nuclear effective
forces into quasi-local density functionals. The parameters obtained in this promising
way can be considered as a starting point for a complete minimization procedure [28].
We now give explicitly the contribution of Vˆ
(4)
Sk to some properties of symmetric
nuclear matter namely, the equation of state and the Landau parameters. The
contribution to the energy per particle reads
(E/A)(4) =
9
280
[
3t
(4)
1 + (5 + 4x
(4)
2 )t
(4)
2
]
ρk4F , (14)
where ρ is the density and kF = (3π
2ρ/2)1/3 the Fermi momentum. This term has to be
added to the standard equation of state obtained up to second order given for instance
in [29]. Notice that the above combination of 4th order parameters is the same as its
analogous 2nd order one, apart from a numerical factor and the additional k2F power. We
thus conclude that Vˆ
(4)
Sk modifies the effective mass, introducing an additional density
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dependence in it. In the case of finite nuclei one would expect additional density gradient
terms, which can be of fundamental importance to have a peaked value at the surface,
which is a crucial element for spectroscopy [30]. For completeness we also give the
contribution of Vˆ
(4)
Sk to the incompressibility at the saturation density ρ0:
K(4)v =
9
10
[
3t
(4)
1 + (5 + 4x
(4)
2 )t
(4)
2
](3π2
2
)4/3
ρ
7/3
0 . (15)
Finite size instabilities in nuclear matter are detected using the linear response,
which in general is not an easy task [31, 32, 33]. A first insight can nevertheless be
obtained in the Landau limit. To this purpose we have calculated the contribution
of Vˆ
(4)
Sk to the Landau parameters of symmetric nuclear matter, in terms of which the
particle-hole interaction is written as [34]∑
l
{
fl + f
′
l (τ 1 · τ 2) + [gl + g′l(τ 1 · τ 2)] (σ1 · σ2)
+ [hl + h
′
l(τ 1 · τ 2)]
k212
k2F
S12
}
Pl(cos θ) (16)
For the tensor parameters we have followed the definition of [35, 36]. The 4th order
pseudopotential only contributes to l ≤ 2 central parameters and l ≤ 1 tensor
parameters. We write them in the following way:
f0 =
1
4
L0[f ] +
1
8
k2FL2[f ] +
1
6
k4FL4[f ] (17)
f1 = − 1
8
k2FL2[f ]−
1
4
k4FL4[f ] (18)
f2 =
1
12
k4FL4[f ] (19)
h0 =
1
4
k2FL2[h] +
1
2
k4FL4[h] (20)
h1 = − 1
2
k4FL4[h] (21)
and analogously for f ′, g, g′ and h′. In this notation the power of kF reflects the
contribution coming from each order. The explicit expressions of the Ln=0,2,4 functions
entering (17-21) are the following. At zeroth order we have
L0[f ] = 3t0,
L0[g] = − t0(1− 2x0),
L0[f
′] = − t0(1 + 2x0),
L0[g
′] = − t0,
with no density-dependent contribution as previously explained. At second order,
L2[f ] = 3t1 + (5 + 4x2)t2,
L2[g] = − (1− 2x1)t1 + (1 + 2x2)t2,
L2[f
′] = − (1 + 2x2)t1 + (1 + 2x2)t2,
L2[g
′] = − t1 + t2,
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L2[h] = te + 3to,
L2[h
′] = − te + to.
Finally, at fourth order we have
L4[f ] = 3t
(4)
1 + (5 + 4x
(4)
2 )t
(4)
2 ,
L4[g] = − (1− 2x(4)1 )t(4)1 + (1 + 2x(4)2 )t(4)2 ,
L4[f
′] = − (1 + 2x(4)2 )t(4)1 + (1 + 2x(4)2 )t(4)2 ,
L4[g
′] = − t(4)1 + t(4)2 ,
L4[h] = t
(4)
e + 3t
(4)
o ,
L4[h
′] = − t(4)e + t(4)o .
Discarding the 4th order contributions L4, these results agree with the ones given in
[37] for a standard Skyrme interaction including tensor terms.
For purely central interactions, the stability of the spherical Fermi surface of nuclear
matter against small deformations can be expressed in terms of the Landau parameters,
which should fulfill some well-known inequalities [34]. The inclusion of tensor terms
produces a coupling between the spin-dependent parts, leading to generalized stability
criteria, which have been given in a compact form in [36] and recently discussed for
current effective and microscopic interactions in [38]. These generalized criteria put
additional constraints on the interaction parameters, which could be of great help during
the optimization procedure to avoid regions of instabilities.
4. Conclusions
In summary, we have presented the explicit expression in Cartesian basis of the most
general 4th-order contributions to a Skyrme-type pseudopotential Vˆ
(4)
Sk fulfilling gauge
invariance. Although the requirement of this symmetry is still under debate in the
general case, we have chosen to impose it order by order to this particular type of
pseudopotential because it ensures the validity of the continuity equation. Besides,
this choice significantly reduces to six the number of independent pseudopotential
parameters, which are an obvious extension to 4th order of the standard t1,2, x1,2 and
te,o parameters.
We have observed that Vˆ
(4)
Sk contains neither the original D-wave term suggested by
Skyrme nor higher order spin-orbit terms. We have used Vˆ
(4)
Sk in the context of symmetric
nuclear matter to obtain its explicit contribution to the equation of state and related
quantities. We have also derived the explicit expression of the Landau parameters,
interesting in themselves due to their universal character. Indeed, numerical values
obtained within some microscopic approach could be used to put explicitly constraints
on the values of the coupling constants. Moreover, they could be of some help during
the minimization procedure of fixing parameters to avoid unstable regions. Finally, the
close connection between higher-order spin-orbit and tensor terms has been pointed out
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and is believed to hold not only at N2LO but also at N3LO. Work along these lines is
in progress.
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